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Objetivos
At the end of this course, students will have gained the following knowledge and skills:
• Students will have a basic understanding of what science is, how it can be distinguished from other ways of knowing
and how scientific explanation works. They will be able to explain why scientific theories change over time. They will be
able to sketch the development of science from pre-17th century natural philosophy to the empirical, specialized
disciplines of today. They will realize that science is not an isolated endeavor, but that it is situated within a broader
social and cultural context.
• Students will understand key notions in philosophy of science, such as paradigm, falsification, realism, the Quine-
Duhem thesis and the hypothetico-deductive model. Importantly, they will be able to apply these concepts successfully
to examples from scientific practices they have not encountered earlier.
• Students must be knowledgeable of the major authors in the philosophy of science and their contributions to the field
(e.g., Bacon, Popper, Hempel). They should be able to situate them within the history of philosophy. However, they
need not know any biographical details about these authors.
• The readings will be discussed during the classes. Students should be able to critically reflect on the reading
materials and give evidence of this in class (e.g., classroom exercises, in-group discussion).
• Students will be able to think critically about various questions in the philosophy of science, as reflected in their
assigned paper, classroom exercises, midterm and final exam.

Ementa
This course provides an introduction to the main philosophical questions concerning scientific knowledge and
methodology. It surveys a variety of positions on standard philosophy of science topics, centered around four basic
themes. First, we explore to what extent science resembles or differs from other ways of knowing. What is specific to
the scientific method? How can one characterize scientific explanation? We examine the dual roots of science in
natural philosophy and in instrumental approaches. Second, we focus on philosophical accounts of scientific theory-
change, including falsificationism and paradigm changes. Third, we look at the scientific realism debate: can
fundamental philosophical questions on the structure of reality be answered by the sciences? What can philosophical
reflection on the history of science tell us about the reliability of scientific methodology? Fourth, we examine theoretical
and empirical investigations of scientific practice, delving into topics like creativity, the role of values in scientific
practice, feminist perspectives on scientific practice. Besides an introduction of established theories and key concepts
in the philosophy of science, this course also explores some relatively new directions, such as the mechanisms that
underlie scientific creativity and the ethical responsibilities of scientists.

Conteúdo Programático
Classes, evaluation and attendance:
· 10%: In-class participation: Attendance will be taken at the start of each class.
· 10%: Classroom exercises: Two short classroom exercises, where acquired knowledge is applied to a concrete case study (about 500 words
maximum).
· 20%: Short paper (1500-2000 words): Choice from a range of topics that will be announced in class.
· 30%: Midterm test: This is a short test which will assess the extent to which students know key concepts in the philosophy of science (maximum 4-
5 sentences per answer).
· 30% Final exam: In this exam, students will be asked a detailed question (applying knowledge of philosophy of science to a concrete situation) and
a few short questions.

Content/program
Unit I - What is science I: The dual roots of science
Unit II - What is science II: Demarcation, naturalism, science and pseudoscience
Unit III - What is science III: Induction
Unit IV - Scientific explanation I: The hypothetic-deductive method
Unit V - Scientific explanation II: Detecting causes of and inferences to the best explanation
Unit VI - Scientific explanation III: Unification, reductionism and pluralism
Unit VII - Scientific theory change I: Falsification
Unit VIII - Scientific theory change II: Scientific revolutions
Unit IX - Scientific realism I: The case for scientific realism
Unit X - Scientific realism II: Constructive empiricism and the pessimistic meta-induction
Unit XI - Philosophy of scientific practice I: Scientific understanding
Unit XII - Philosophy of scientific practice II: Scientific discovery and creativity
Unit XIII - Philosophy of specific sciences
Unit XIV - Values and norms in science: Are scientists morally responsible?
Unit XV - Values and norms in science: Science and religion
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Unit XVI - Values and norms in science: Feminist philosophy of science
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